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Abstract: The Jacobi-Laurent polynomials have been introduced by Hendriksen and van Rossum (1986). In the 
present paper explicit formulas for the orthogonal Laurent polynomials satisfying the recurrency for the Jacobi-Laurent 
polynomials with n replaced by n + b are given. These new orthogonal Laurent polynomials are called “associated 
Jacobi-Laurent polynomials”. Using these associated Laurent polynomials, the denominator and the numerator of 
certain two-point Pade approximants to the pair of functions 
zF(a, b+l; c+b+l; z) 
F( a, b; c + b; z) 
atO 
and 
c+b F(-c+l, b+l; -a+b+2; z-‘) atoo 
- a+b+l F(-c+l, b; -a+b+l; z-‘) 
are given. Also some confluent cases are considered. 
Keywords: Orthogonal Laurent polynomials, associated Jacobi-Laurent polynomials, two-point PadC approximant, 
T-fraction. 
1. Introduction 
In [5] a T-fraction expansion for the quotient 
zP(a, b+l; c+l; z) 
F(a, b; c; z) = &I(‘4 
was obtained using one of the contiguous relations for hypergeometric functions. By an 
equivalence transformation it was shown that this continued fraction is also a T-fraction 
expansion for 
c F(-c+b+l, b+l; -u+b+2; z-l) 
-a+b+l F(-c+b+l, b; -u+b+l; z-l) = %&). 
The n th approximant, say U,/V,, with U, and V, polynomiaIs of degree at most n, of this 
continued fraction, is a two-point Pad6 approximant to the function 
at 0, 
at cc. 
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In fact 
u = o(z”+l), z -0, 
dz) - V,(z) i O(zP), z - 00. 
Only in the special case b = 0, an explicit formula for V, is given in [5] (with slightly different 
normalization). From the recurrence relations for the V, and the Favard theorem it followed that 
the Laurent polynomials 
w,,(z) = z-‘%(z) and K,+,(z) = ~-~-%IZn+i(z), n=O,l ,***7 
form an orthogonal system of Laurent polynomials. These Laurent polynomials were called 
“Jacobi-Laurent polynomials”. 
In the present paper essentially we give closed-form expressions for the “associated Jacobi- 
Laurent polynomials”, i.e., the Laurent polynomials satisfying the recurrence relation for the W, 
with n replaced by n + b. The associated Jacobi-Laurent polynomials allow us to give explicit 
formulas for the denominators V, and the numerators U, of the nth approximant of the 
T-fraction expansion of +. The quotient U,/V, is a two-point Pad6 approximant to $I. Similar 
results are obtained for two confluent cases. 
In this way we get “Laurent polynomial analogs” of some of the results for ordinary 
polynomials in [l&9]. The approach in the present paper is partially the same as in [9]_ 
In principle we use the notation of the Bateman project [2]. Sometimes we write F( a, b; c; z) 
as 
When it seems convenient the F is written as 2FI. 
2. Associated Jacobi-Laurent polynomials 
In the function + given in the Introduction we may, without loss of generality, replace c by 
c + b. Thus we consider 
where 
G&) = 
zF(a, b+l; c+b+l; z) 
F(a, b; c+b; z) 
and 
+0X= _ 
c+b F(-c+l, b+l; -a+b+2; z-‘) 
a+b+l F(-c-I-1, b; --a+b+l; z-i) ’ 
It follows from the results in [5, Section 31 that we have the formal T-fraction expansions 
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where 
f1=1, 
(a-c-n-b+l)(n+b-1) 
fn= (c+b+n-2)(c+b+n-1)’ na2y 
and 
--a+n+b 
&= c+n+b-1’ n>l. 
The effect of the replacement of c by c + b is that f, and g, are now functions of n + b. 
Applying an equivalence transformation on the T-fraction we get 
; 
-B(n + b)z 
i 
h(z) at 0, 
n=l Z-A(n+b) = G,(Z) at 00, 
where 
(n + b - l)(c - a + n + b - 1) 
B(n+b)= (_ 
a+n+b-1)(-a+n+b)’ n’2’ B(l+b)= - _uc;bb+l’ 
A( n + b) = - c_+an++nnb;bl , n>l. 
In order to avoid complications we assume throughout that a, b, c are complex numbers such 
that 
U- b, -c-b+l, -b, -c+u-berm. 
Then the A(n + b) and the B(n + b) exist and do not vanish. Let 
n -B(k+ b)z U,(z; b) 
,!$ z-A(k+ b) = V,(z; b) 
be the nth approximant of the T-fraction, with U, and V, polynomials in z, V, monk. Then 
q(z; b) = (z --+I + b))U,_,(z; b) --&I + b)zU,_,(z; b), (2.2) 
V,(z; b) = (z -A(n + b))Vn_,(z; b) - B(n + b)zVn_2(z; b), n = 1, 2,..., 
with initial conditions 
u-i = 1, u,=o, V-1 = 0, v,= 1. 
If in the above we take b = 0, then (2.1) reduces to 
(n-l)(c-u+n-1) 
B(n)= (_a+n_l)(_u+n)’ na2, B(l) = - _,“+ 1 7 
A(n) = - ‘-‘yy ) n>,l, 
and we get 
K(z;O)=(z--A(n))V,_,(z;O)-B(n)zK_,(z;O), n=l,2,..., 
with 
v_,(z; 0) = 0, v,(z; 0) = 1. 
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This means, see [4,5], that 
(4 UzA= (_a+l)nF(-n’ -a+l; -c--n+1; z), n=O,I,*_*, 
and 
w,,(z; 0) =z-v$Jz; 0) 
are the Jacobi-Laurent polynomials 
and W2n+1(~; 0) = z-~-~VZ~+~( z; 0), n= 0, 
as defined in [5] with slightly different parameters. 
1 ,“.> 
Since the Laurent polynomials W,( z; b) defined by 
I&(.z; b) =z-V$~(Z; b) and WZn+i(z; b) =~-~-~V~~+i(z; b), n=O,l ,***, 
clearly satisfy the recurrence relation for the Jacobi-Laurent polynomials with n replaced by 
n + b, the W,( z; b) are called the “associated Jacobi-Laurent polynomials”. By the Favard 
theorem [5, Theorem 1.11 the sequence { W,( z; b)},“=, is orthogonal with respect to a moment 
functional on the algebra of the Laurent polynomials. Under certain extra conditions on the 
parameters a, b, c a weight function on the unit circle in C for the associated Jacobi-Laurent 
polynomials is given in [3]. 
Since the I$( z; b) are easier to handle than the W,( z; b), we will mainly work with the 
V,(z; b). We will usually write the polynomials V,(z; b) and U,(z; b) as V, and U,. 
Theorem 2.1. 
(c+b>n ” (-n-b),++& 
‘(” b)= (-n+b+l),& k!(-c-n-b+l), 
X4& 
b, a, c+n-k+b, -k 
c+b, a-k, n-k+b+l 
n=o, l,... . 
Remark 2.2. If Q is a nonnegative integer, (2.3) should be understood by continuity. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3. 
Proof. Replacing c by c + 1 in [2, vol. 1, p.103(42)] yields 
(c-b)F(f;;lz) +bF( a;;;l~z)-cF(“;b~z)=O. 
Replacing b by b + 1 and c by c + 1 in [2, vol. 1, p.103(33)] gives 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Elimination of F( a, b; c + 1; z) from (2.4) and (2.5) gives 
(~-a)F(a;b+~l(z)=cF(a~b~z)-a(l-Z)F(a+~~~+llZ). 
Since 
the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 2.4. 
YF =(y-az)F “I”+;’ z 
( I) 
+z(l-z&F 
Proof. Replacing a, b, c by a + 1, b + 1, c + 2 in [2,, vol. 1, p.103(42)] gives 
k- b)F( 
a+l, b+l 
c+2 ~z)=(~+l)F(~+~;~+~Il)_(b+l)F(~+;;b2+~~~ 
129 
(2.6) 
t2.7) 
Replacing a, b, c by a + 1, b + 1, c + 1 in [2, vol. 1, p.103(38)] gives 
(c-b)z F( atl, b+l 
c+2 
1~) = (c+ l)F( “;“+;11z) 
-(c+l)(l-z)F ‘+;;;+ljz). 
( (2.8) 
Elimination of F( a + 1, b + 1; c + 2; z) from (2.7) and (2.8) gives 
(c+l)F(a~b+:ljz)=(c+l)F(a+~;bl+1~z)-(b+l)zF(a+~;~+2jz). 
(2.9) 
Next we eliminate F( a + 1, b + 1; c + 1; z) from (2.9) and (2.6) to obtain 
(c+l)(c-az)F(a~~~l/z)+a(b+l)z(l-z)F(a+~;~+2~z) 
-c(c+l)F ‘cbz =O. 
( Ii 
Since now 
-&Fj”;“,:‘(z)= acp+:1,F(a+cl;;+21z), 
the lemma follows. III 
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In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we use moreover 
(2.10) 
Formula (2.10) is one of the nine contiguous relations for F’s PadC mentioned in [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 
u,=u,(z) = 
T(c+n+b) 
r(-u+n+b+ly i 
-u+l, -n-bz Ii -c-n-b+1 . 
Taking a!= -a+l, p= -n-b, y= -c-n-b+1 in (2.10) it is easily verified that u, 
satisfies the recurrence relation 
x,=(z-A(n+b))X,_,-B(n+b)zX,_,, n=l,2,..., 
with A(n + b) and B(n + b) as in (2.1). So u, satisfies the same recurrence as V,. 
If (Y = c, /3 = c - a + n + b - 1, y = c + n + b - 1, formula (2.10) takes the form 
(2.11) 
--a+n+b 
c+n+b-1 
(-n-b)(c-u+n+b) 
+ (c + n + b - l)(c + n + b)” 
(2.12) 
From (2.12) it is easily seen that 
T(-c-n-b)T(u-n-b) 
w~=w~(z)= ~(_c+u-n-b)~(-n_b)znF 
c, c-u+n+b+l z 
c+n+b+l Ii 
also satisfies (2.11). In order to prove that u, and w, are independent solutions of the difference 
equation (2.11) it is sufficient to show that 
A = u_~w,, - z+,w_~ 
is not identically zero. Therefore we also consider 
w,* = w,*(z) =z ““W,(Z). 
Since u,, and w,* are independent solutions of the hypergeometric differential equation 
z(1-z)y”+[(u+n+b-2)z-(c+n+b-1)]y’-(u-l)(n+b)y=0, (2.13) 
the Wronskian I%‘( u,,, w,* ) is not identically zero. It is easily shown that the Wronskian 
W( y,, y2) of any two independent solutions of (2.13) is of the form 
w(y,, yz) = KnZc+“+b-i(l - z)-c+a-l 
for some nonzero constant K,, depending on a, b, c and n. Now we use Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 to 
relate A and I+‘( u,,, wO*). 
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hence 
b(c - a + b) 
-U+b 
u-1 = bu, + (1 - z>u;. 
Application of Lemma 2.4 with (Y = c, /S = c - a + b, y = c + b gives 
Iz)=(c+b-cz)F(c’ cc-+;;bl+l~z) 
+ z(1 - z&F e9, cc;;;bl+ 1 
and this implies 
b(c-a+b) 
-u+b ‘w-1- -(c+b-cz)w,,+z(l-z)w;. 
With w,, = z-~-~w~* we obtain from (2.15) 
b(c-u+b) 
_a+b w-1=z -c-b{ bw,,* + (1 - z)( wO*)‘}. 
Combination of (2.14) and (2.16) yields 
b(T_;a++bb) (U_lw) - uow_l)= -z-'_b(l - z)w( uO, WC), 
so 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
for some nonzero constant K depending on a, b, c. 
Hence A f 0 and un and w, are independent solutions of (2.11) and V, is a linear combination 
of u, and w,. Clearly 
K(z. b) = u-1t+nt4 - w-lm2W > A (2.18) 
The constant K in (2.17) is obtained from the coefficient of z-l in the Laurent series of (2.17) 
and the representation 
A= r(c+b-l)T(-c-b)T(a-b) F -u+l, -b+l 
r(-u+b)r(-c+u-b)r(-b) 
c, c-u+b+l 
-c-b+2 
- r(c + b)T( -c - b + l)r(u - b + 1) 
r(-u+b+l)T(-c+u-b+l)r(-b+l)z-lF 
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We get 
r(c+b)T(-c-b+l)r(a-b+1) 
K= -r(-a+b+l)~(-c+a-b+l)r(-b+l)~ 
So (2.18) can be written as 
r(-c-n-b)r(a-n-b) 
’ r(-c+u-n-b)r(-n-b)Z”F c+n+b+l 
- r(-c-b+l)r(u-b+l) 
r(-c+u-b+l)r(-b+l) 
In (2.20) we apply the Kummer transformation 
[2, vol. 1, p.105(2)] 
on the F’s coming from the w. We get 
F c, c-u+n+b+l 
c+n+b+l 
= (1 - z)-~+OF ;++nb;;;; 1~) 
and a similar expression in the case n = - 1. 
Thus by (2.17) and (2.20) 
r(c+b-l)r(-c-n-b)r(u-n-b) 
Kz-‘K= r(-u+b)r(-c+u-n-b)r(-n-b) 
xz”F 
( 
-u+l, -b+l 
-c-b+2 
- r(-c-b+l)r(u-b+l)r(c+n+b) 
r(-c+u-b+l)r(-b+l)r(-u+n+b+l) 
Now, by (2.19) 
(c+b), 
‘= (-u+b+l),,’ 
-u+b (c-u+b),+db)n+l - 
c + b - 1 * (c + b),+,( -a + b),+l 
Xz”+lF -“_-2 ;;;’ 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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hence 
(c+b)n 
‘= (-a+b+l).F I”,‘: :,n+p lz)F( p;“b lz) + o(z”+l). 
In this expression we use [2, vol. 1, p.187(14)] (Cauchy product of ,Fi-power series), 
X46 
i 
a’, P’J-v-k -k 
y’,l-a-_-J-p-k 
with p=q=l, a= -a+l, /3=-n-b, y= -c-n-b+l, ol’=b, P’=a, y’=c+b, to 
obtain 
(c+b)n O” (-n-b),(-U+l), 
‘(” b)= (-n+b+l),& k!(-c-n-b+l), 
xJ% 
b, a, c+n-k+b, -k 
c+b, a-k, n-k+b+l I) 
1 Zk + O(zn+l). (2.21) 
Since V, is a polynomial in z of degree n, 
(c+b), m (-n-b)k(-a+l)k 
- (-a+b+l). ,=$+, k!(-c-n-b+l), 4’ 
b, a, c+n-k+b, -k 
c+b, a-k, n-k+b+l 
equals the term O(z”+‘) in (2.21), so (2.21) reduces to (2.3). 0 
Remark 2.5. The 4F3 in (2.3) is “Saalschiitzian”. For k = n this 4F3 reduces to a (terminating) 
Saalschiitzian 3FZ with unit argument, which can be summed by [2, vol. 1, p.188(3)] 
( a, P, -n 3F2 y,l+a+P-y-n Ii (Y - 4n(Y - PL 1 = (YMY--PL 
In this way it can be verified that V, is manic indeed. 
Remark 2.6. The associated Jacobi-Laurent polynomials W, are given by 
W,,(z; b) = z-‘T’~~(z; b) and Wzn+i(z; b) = z-~-~V~~+~(Z; b), n=O,l )... . 
We have already remarked that the associated Jacobi-Laurent polynomials are orthogonal with 
respect to a moment functional. Let us denote this moment functional by @. Then 
@(W,(z; b)W,(z; b))=O if n#k, n, k=O,l,..., 
@(W,(z; b)‘) # 0, n = 0, l,... . 
Assumed that @ is normalized such that Q(1) = B(1 + b), it follows from (2.2) that 
(B(l+b)B(2+b)...B(n+l+b) if k=O, 
@(z-~K(z; b)) = ’ if k=l,...,n, 
n B(1 + b)B(2 + b) . . * B(n + 1 + b) 
(-‘) A(l+b)A(2+b).-.A(n+l+b) if k=n-tle 
(2.22) 
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Now let 
1 
r,(d = @(I) @ 
i 
K(z; b) - v,(t; b) 
z-t i 
> n=O,l ,.*., (2.23) 
(CD acts on z). Then using (2.22), it is easily verified that 
Y,(t)=(t--A(n+b))Y,_,(t)-B(n+b)tY,_,(t), n=2,3,..., 
while Ye(t) = 0 and YI(t) = 1. As also 
J?-,(z; b+l)=(z-A(n+b))Vn-,(z; b+l)-B(n+b)z Vn_3(z; b+l), 
n = 2, 3,..., (2.24) 
while V_,( z; b + 1) = 0 and V,( z; b + 1) = 1, we must have 
y,(z) = v,_,(z; b + l), n = 0, l,... . 
Usually, polynomials defined by a formula like (2.23) are called associated polynomials. Our 
definition covers the more traditional one. (See also [2, vol. 2, p.1621.) If the function $I has the 
following power series developments at 0 and cc, 
I 
f c,zn at 0, 
G(z) = n=lm 
- C c_,zpn at cc, 
n=O 
then the functional CD is determined by 
@(zn)=c_,, nEZ. 
For this reason, C$ is sometimes called the moment generating function for the orthogonal 
Laurent polynomials. 
3. Two-point Pad6 approximants 
An obvious modification of [5, (2.8)] yields 
‘(‘) - V,(z; b) = I (A(1 + b) . . e A(n + b))2A(n + 1 + b)’ n+l + o( zn+y, z +o, (3.1) U,(z; b) 
B(l + b) * a. B(n+l+b) 
(-B(l+b).. * B(n + l+ b)z-“+ O(zC-I), z -+ 00. 
This means that U,( z; b)/ V,( z; b) is a two-point PadC approximant to +. The denominator 
polynomials V,(z; b) of this approximant are given by Theorem 2.1. In (2.2) and (2.24) we see 
that U,( z; b) and V,_,(z; b + 1) satisfy the same recurrency. Since U,( z; b) = V_,( z; b + 1) = 0, 
U,( z; b) = - B(1 + b)z and V,( z; b + 1) = 1, it follows that 
U,(z; b) = -B(l + b)zV,_,(z; b + l), n =O, l,... . (3-2) 
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Since 
we get 
(c+b)n ‘-i (-~b)~(-a+l)~ 
‘(” b)= (-a+b+l),,‘& k!(-c-n-b+l), 
x44 
b+l, a, c,+n-k+b, -k 
c+b+l, a-k, n-k+b+l (3.3) 
In the special case b = 0 we have 
(CL ‘-’ (-&(-a+ l)k 
U,(z’o)= (-~Z+l),,~,~e, k!(-C-n+l),4F3 
1, a, c+n-k, -k 
c+l, u-k, n-k+1 
Also this result for the numerator polynomial of the two-point PadC approximant to the pair of 
functions 
zF(a, 1; c + 1; z) at 0, 
_ac+lF(-c+l,l; -a+2; z-‘) at 00, 
seems to be new. 
Let us now consider the question of convergence of the two-point Pad6 approximants 
U,(z; b) 
V,(z; b) 
to +. Recall that U,(z; b)/l/,(z; b) is the nth approximant of the continued fraction 
00 -B(n+b)z O” fkz 
.!I z-A(n+b) = ,!, 1 + &z ’ (3 *4) 
where 
f1=l, 
(a-c-k-b+l)(k+b-1) 
fk= (c+b+k-2)(c+b+k-1)’ k’2’ 
and 
-a+k+b 
gk= c+k+b-1’ 
k>,l. 
Since 
-khmmfk=l= kfimmgk9 -+ + 
the above T-fractions are limit periodic and it follows from [7] that for any r E (0, 1) there is an 
N such that 
“K fkz 
k=N+l 1 + gkz 
(3.5) 
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converges uniformly in 1 z 1 < r to an analytic function h, and converges uniformly in ) z ) > l/r 
to an analytic function h,. Put 
hII if lzl <r, 
h(z) = 
h,(z) if lzl >i. 
From 
it follows that the continued fractions in (3.4) are convergent, possible to 00, and that 
“K fkZ Ui&; b) + U,-,(z; b)h(z) 
k-1 1 +&z = V,(z; b) + VN_l(z; b)h(z) ’ “I <’ Or Izi > i* 
Clearly we have h(0) = 0, and by an equivalence transformation of (3.5) we see that h( oo) = 
fN+l/gN+l- It follows that 
b(z; b) + 4-,(z; b)h(z) 
:?I V,(z; b) + VN_1(z; b)h(z) =’ 
and 
u,(z; b) + u,-,(z; b)h(z) 
z!f V,(z; b) + V&(z; @h(z) = -a%“+ 1. 
This implies that the continued fractions in (3.4) converge uniformly in a neighborhood of 0 and 
in a neighborhood of cc. From (3.1) it follows now that the limits must be +. Since Y E (0, 1) is 
arbitrary and by analytic continuation we see that the continued fractions (3.4) converge to $J on 
I z I -c 1, z # poles of +, and converge to + on I z I > 1, z # poles of +_ So 
lim u,k b) 
n+m 
V,(z. b) =+(z>, Izl +I, z+polesof+. 
7 
Remark 3.1. It can be shown that 
“K fnz 
n=l 1 +g,z 
converges uniformly on every compact set C contained in I z 1 f 1 such that C does not contain 
poles of the meromorphic function 
u,(z; b) + u,-,(z; W(z) “K fnz 
V,(z; b) + V,_,(z; @h(z) = n=l 1 +g,z. 
4. Confluent cases 
Here we consider the following limit cases of the moment generating function +: 
(I) q(z) = lim o+ooa @Wlz), 
(II) V(Z) = lim,,,c-‘+(cz). 
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We give explicit formulas for denominator and numerator of the two-point Pad6 approxi- 
mants (of the type of Section 3) to the functions JI and 7. In the special case b = 0 the 
denominator polynomials were already implicitly given in [5]. The denominator polynomials 
derived in the present section are essentially the orthogonal Laurent polynomials associated to 
the orthogonal Laurent polynomials for the case b = 0 as mentioned in [5, Section 3b]. 
Clearly, at least formally, we have 
lim F( (Y, p; y; K1z) =iFr(p; y; z), (4.1) u-cc 
lim F(a, P; Y; ~4 =&(a, P; 4. 
Y-+“, 
Taking cu + cc respectively y + 00 in (2.10) we get 
AP; Y; 4=(1-y ,F,(P+1; y+l; z>+ y;y++11)z’F,(8+2; y+2; z) 
and 
&(a, p; z) = (1+ (--(Y + p + l)z) 
The ZFO in (4.3) are formal power series. From 
I 
z,F,(b+l; c+b+l; z) 
I/ \ ,F,(b; c+b; z) 
(4.2) 
&(a, P + 1; 4 - (P + 1)z ,F,(% P + 2; 4. 
(4.3) 
(4.1) it follows that 
at 0, 
V\Z) = 
i 
-(c+b) 
&(-c+l, b+l; -z-l) 
&(-c+ 1, b; -z-l) 
at co (formally), 
and 
I 
z &(a, b+l; z) 
&(u, b; z) 
at 0 (formally), 
77(z) = 
1 ,F,(b+l; - a+b+2; -z-l) 
-a+b+l ,F,(b; -a+b+l; -z-l) 
at cc. 
Case (I). Taking p = b + k and y = c + b + k in (4.2) we obtain 
,F,(b+k; c+b+k; z)=(l- ’ 
c+b+k 
) ,F,(b+k+l; c+b+k+l; z) 
b+k+l 
+ (c+b+k)(c+b+k+l) 
Xz1FI(b+k+2; c+b+k+2; z), k=O,l,... . 
This leads to the T-fraction expansion 
z,Fi(b+l; c+b+l; z) O” -B(n+b)z 
,F,(b; c+b; z) =,,!!1z-A(n+b)’ 
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where now 
B(k+b)= -(b+k-l), k>2, B(l + b) = c + b, 
A(k+b)=c+b+k-1, k>l. 
It can be shown that also 
If 
-(c+b) 
,F,(-c+l, b+l; -2-l) 
: 
-B( n + b)z 
,F,(-c+l, b; -z-l) =n=l z-A(n+b)’ 
n -B(k+ b)z 
,!I z-A(k+b) = 
P,(z; b) 
Q,(z; b) > n = ‘, 2,***, 
where P,, and Q, are polynomials of degree n, (2, monk, the P,, and Q, satisfy 
X,,=(z-A(n+b))X,_,-B(n+b)zX,_2, n=l,2,..., 
with 
P =l, P()=O, 
Q;lz-A(l+b). 
PI = -B(l + b)z, Q-, = 0, Q,=l, 
Now let 
(4.4 
qn(z; b) = lim a”Vn(a-‘z; b). 
0’00 
Then since 
Iim 4F3 b, a,c+n-k+b, -k b, c+n-k+b, -k 
a-+00 c+b, a-k, n-k+b+l c+b, n-k+b+l 
we get 
4nk b) = (-l)“(c+ b>n f ,,(_;-:n-_b;k+ 1) 
k=O . k 
3F2 
b, c+n-k+b, -k 
c+b, n-k+b+l Ii 
1 (-z)“. 
From (2.2) we obtain 
qn(z; b)=(z-(c+b+ n-l))q,_,(z; b)+(b+n-l)zq,_,(z; b), n=1,2,..., 
so qn(z; b) satisfies (4.4). As q-1(z; b) = 0 and qo(z; b) = 1 we have 
qn(z; b) = Q,(z; b), n = -1, 0, l,... . 
Hence, for n = 0, 1, . . . we have 
Qnk b) = (-l>“(c+b)n ? ,Ic-‘,-_“,--“b: l)k 
k=O ’ 
3F2 
b, c+n-ktb, -k 1 (_z)k 
c+b, n-k+b+l I) 
Since in this case also 
pn(z; b) = -(I+ b)zQ,_,(z; b + 1), 
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If 
n-l 
P,(z; b) = (-l)“(c+b).z c C-n - b)k 
k=O k!( -c - n - b + l)k 
b+l, c+n-k+b, -k 1 (_z)” 
c+b+l, n-k+b+l I) 
I 
E c,zn at 0, 
#(z) = n=foo 
- C c_,z-* at cc, 
n=O 
then the Laurent polynomials 
z-V&; b), ~-‘--~Q2,,+1(z; b), n=O,l ,..*, 
form an orthogonal system of Laurent polynomials with respect to the functional Qi given by 
@(zn)=c_,, nEZ. 
Furthermore P,/Q, is the two-point Pad6 approximant to 4 determined by 
P,,(z; b) 
‘(‘)- Q,(z; b) = i 
O(znfl), z-0, 
o(~-“), z-+ 03. 
Case (II). In this case we take (Y = a and p = b + k in (4.3) to obtain 
,&(a, b+k; z)=(l+(-a+b+k+l)z),EO(u, b+k+l; z) 
-(b+k+l)z,F,(u, b+k+2; z), k=O,l,..., 
leading to the T-fraction expansion 
z2Fo(u, b+l; z) L -B(n+b)z 
,I;,(4 b; z) =n=lz--A(n+b)’ 
with in this case 
B(k+b)= (_u+k+X+;&+k+b)’ k’2y Btl+b)= - _u+$,+l’ 
A(k+b)= - _u;k+b’ k>, 1. 
It can be shown that also 
1 ,&(b+l; - u+b+2; -z-l) 
i? 
-B(n + b)z 
-a+b+l ,);;(b; --a+b+l; -z-l) Zn=~ z-A(n+b)’ 
If R,(z; b) and S,(z; b) are polynomials of degree n, S,(z; b) monk, such that 
n -B(k + b)z K,(z; b) 
,!!, z-A(k+b) = S,,(z; b) ’ n=1’2”-*’ 
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then the R, and the S,, satisfy 
x,=(z-A(n+b))X,_,-B(n+b)zX,_,, n=l,2,..., 
with 
R-, = 1, R,=O, R, = -B(l + b)z, S-1 = 0, so= 1, 
S,=z-/i(l+b). 
Now from (2.2) we get that the polynomials 
sn(z; b) = lim c-“Vn(cz; b) 
C-+00 
satisfy 
%k b) = z+ _,:, +b %-lb; b) ( 1 
n+b-1 
- (-a+n+b-l)(-a+n+b) 
zs&z; b), n=l, 2 )“.) 
while s_r( z; b) = 0 and x0( z; b) = 1. This means that 
s,(z; b)=S,(z; b), n= -l,O, l)... . 
Hence calculating xn( z; b) we get 
” (-n-b),(-a+& 
sJz; b, = (-a+lb+l), kgo k! 
b, a, -k 
a-k, n-k+b+l 
From 
R,(z; b) = -B(l + b)z Sn_l(z; b+ l), 
we finally get 
‘--l (-n-b)k(-a+l), 
k! 
b+l, a, -k 
a-k, n-k+b+l 
The Laurent polynomials 
z-“S,,(z; b), z-‘-‘S~~+~(Z; b), tZ=O,l ,--*, 
are orthogonal with respect to the moments generated by q, and R,/S,, is the two-point Pad6 
approximant to 77 with 
R,(z; b) 
‘(‘) - S,(z; b) = i 
O(zn+‘), z + 0, 
o(~-“), z+ 00. 
Remark 4.1. Writing +(b, c, z), q( a, b; z>, P,(z; b, c), Q,<z; b, c>, R,(z; a, b), Uz; a, b) 
for J/, 17, P,,, Q,, R,, S,,, respectively, we have 
(-a+b+l)z ~)(a, b; -z-‘)=J/(b, --a+l; z). 
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and from 
R,(z; a, b) 
+, b; z)- s,(z; a, b) = i 
o(zn+l), z+o 
o(z-“), z+ 00, 
we thus obtain 
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l+b(b, -a+l; Z)-(-u+b+l) 
zn+l&( -z-l; a, b) = O(zn+l), z + 0, 
znsn(-z-l; a, b) { O(zP), z -+ 00. 
Since 
(-a + b + l)nz”sn( -z-l; a, b) 
is monk, we get 
Q,(z; b, - a + 1) = (-a + b + l)n~“Sn( -z-l; a, b) (4.5) 
and a similar result for the P,, and the R,. Comparing coefficients of zk in both sides of (4.5) 
gives 
(-n - b),,-k( -a + &k b, a, -n+k 
(n-k)! u-n++, k+b+l ’ I) 
= (-l)“-k(--a+b+l)&n-b)k 
k!( a - n - b)k 
b, -u+n-k+b+l, -k 1, 
-u+b+l, n-k+b+l I) 
k=O 1 
7 ,**-, n, n=o, 1,2 )... . 
Is this a well-known relation between terminating 3F2 with unit argument? 
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